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	This Fourth Revised Edition of Computer Organization and Design includes a complete set of updated and new exercises, along with improvements and changes suggested by instructors and students. Focusing on the revolutionary change taking place in industry today--the switch from uniprocessor to multicore microprocessors--this classic textbook has a modern and up-to-date focus on parallelism in all its forms. Examples highlighting multicore and GPU processor designs are supported with performance and benchmarking data. As with previous editions, a MIPS processor is the core used to present the fundamentals of hardware technologies, assembly language, computer arithmetic, pipelining, memory hierarchies and I/O. Sections on the ARM and x86 architectures are also included.


	All disc-based content for this title is now available on the Web.

	
		This Revised Fourth Edition of Computer Organization and Design has been updated with new exercises and improvements throughout suggested by instructors teaching from the book
	
		Covers the revolutionary change from sequential to parallel computing, with a chapter on parallelism and sections in every chapter highlighting parallel hardware and software topics
	
		Includes an appendix by the Chief Scientist and the Director of Architecture of NVIDIA covering the emergence and importance of the modern GPU, describing in detail for the first time the highly parallel, highly multithreaded multiprocessor optimized for visual computing
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FPGA Design: Best Practices for Team-based DesignSpringer, 2010

	In August of 2006, an engineering VP from one of Altera’s customers approached
	Misha Burich, VP of Engineering at Altera, asking for help in reliably being able to
	predict the cost, schedule and quality of system designs reliant on FPGA designs.


	At this time, I was responsible for defining the design flow requirements for...
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Supply Chain Optimization, Design, and Management: Advances and Intelligent Methods (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2010


	The supply chain of both manufacturing and commercial enterprises comprises a highly distributed environment,

	in which complex processes evolve in a network of companies (see Figure 1). Such processes

	include materials procurement and storage, production of intermediate and final products, warehousing,

	sales, customer service, and...
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Hacking RSS and AtomJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Now you can satisfy your appetite for information
This book is not about the minutia of RSS and Atom programming. It's about doing cool stuff with syndication feeds—making the technology give you exactly what you want the way you want. It's about building a feed aggregator and routing feeds to your e-mail or iPod, producing and hosting...
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Artificial Intelligence for Fashion: How AI is Revolutionizing the Fashion IndustryApress, 2018

	
		
			Artificial intelligence (AI) is becoming a part of the way we conduct
		
			business in every industry. The fashion industry is no exception. From
		
			product discovery to robotic manufacturing, AI has made its way into
		
			almost every segment of the fashion value chain.
		


		
			The goal of this book...
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Security+ Study GuideSybex, 2003
Here’s the book you need to prepare for CompTIA’s Security+ Exam, SYO-101.  This study guide provides:

	Full coverage of every exam objective  
	Practical information on network hardware  
	Hundreds of challenging practice questions 


Authoritative coverage of all exam...
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Simply Rails 2SitePoint Pty Ltd, 2008
Want to learn all about Ruby on Rails 2.0, the web application framework that is inspiring developers around the world?
  The second edition of this practical, hands on book will:  

	show you how to install Ruby on Rails on Windows, Mac, or Linux   
	walk you, step by step, through the development of a Web 2.0...
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